"Reducing fuel procurement costs and maximizing fuel replenishment efficiency is one of our key goals. TelaPoint provides us with the tools we need to manage our fuel operations effectively and to develop strong relationships with our preferred suppliers."

- Marc Althen, Senior Vice President, Penske Truck Leasing
SmartReplenish gives you the tools you need to reduce your retain, and split loads and run-outs. Our algorithms are proven to be accurate over 99% of the time, allowing you to maximize the number of gallons for each delivery, reduce the number of split loads, and eliminate preventable run-outs. SmartReplenish provides powerful reporting tools to monitor current and historical inventory data, exceptions, and carrier inventory management performance.

You can also measure the performance of your business in regard to your inventory levels, scheduled orders, average load sizes and split/retain activity.

Key Benefits at a Glance

- Optimize inventory with sizeable reductions in excess in-ground inventory
- Improve delivery forecasting abilities with fewer run-outs, diversions, and split loads
- Lower overall supply costs by buying the right amount of fuel from the right place at the right time
- Increase average load sizes and lower transportation costs
- Better carrier management results with fewer mistakes and improved carrier charge backs
- More efficient dispatching results with increased dispatcher productivity

A Transportation Management System

SmartReplenish gives you the tools you need to reduce your retain, and split loads and run-outs. Our algorithms are proven to be accurate over 99% of the time, allowing you to maximize the number of gallons for each delivery, reduce the number of split loads, and eliminate preventable run-outs. SmartReplenish provides powerful reporting tools to monitor current and historical inventory data, exceptions, and carrier inventory management performance.

You can also measure the performance of your business in regard to your inventory levels, scheduled orders, average load sizes and split/retain activity.

SmartBuy™
Always find the best fuel price

SmartMobile™
Enable better communication

SmartSchedule™
Assign fuel orders more effectively

SmartReconcile™
Reduce invoice processing
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